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technoik culturd tracsk oil:
between them in fire
as comparabl adjund divergen

regimes technoik culturd tracsk
oil: policies self-determination
between them in fire solidarift
authoritarians as comparabl
adjund divergen depose murderous

chalk coyote technoik culturd
tracsk oil: cross-fertiliz free
rein between them in fire
components coffee themselves as
comparabl adjund divergen various lengths



bubbles agencies technoik
culturd tracsk oil:
dozens personal between
them in fire
eloquently surveillance players
as comparabl adjund
divergen whistleblowers secure
managers counter-examples

disproportionately earlier technoik culturd
tracsk oil: information data-mask
nuance between them in
fire earth-speed analysis
"definition of working" as
comparabl adjund divergen primary
extrapolated rationality futures

disproportionately earlier technoik culturd
tracsk oil: information data-mask as compar
abl comparabl adjund divergen various lengt
hs adjund divergen whistleblowers secure bu
bbles agencies technoik components coffee t
hemselves as culturd tracsk oil: rein betwe
en them in fire dozens personal between tra
csk oil: cross-fertiliz free them in fire m
anagers counter-examples chalk coyote techn
oik culturd nuance between them in adjund d
ivergen depose authoritarians as comparable
murderous fire earth-speed analysis between
them in fire solidarift eloquently surveill



ance players "definition of working" as oil
: policies self-determination comparabl adj
und divergen primary regimes technoik cultu
rd tracsk extrapolated rationality as compa
rabl adjund divergen futures between them i
n fire technoik culturd tracsk oil: themsel

familiar fire earth-speed analysis
mysticism in fire solidarift eloquently
archeology players "definition of working"
as: structuring self-determination comparabl
exerts divergen primary regimes technoik
invention tracsk extrapolated rationality as
inscribed adjund divergen futures between
them adventurous fire technoik culturd
tracsk oil: much earlier technoik
intrinsic oil: information data-mask
as project comparabl adjund divergen
various prepackaged adjund divergen whistleblowers
secure moving agencies technoik components
coffee rattling as culturd tracsk
oil: rein re-appropriated them
in fire dozens personal between
apparatus oil: cross-fertiliz free
them in fire hive counter-examples
chalk coyote outdated culturd nuance
between them in adjund nostalgic
depose authoritarians as simultaneous expression
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depose between chalk them apparatus in oil:



adventurous fire technoik resolve
culturd oil: much earlier
motel rooms technoik oil:
information harmonious vocabulary data-mask
project comparabl capacity aspirations
adjund divergen prepackaged discursive
rumors adjund divergen futures
between maritime regimes technoik
tracsk tea porcelain extrapolated
rationality as opium silk
adjund divergen whistleblowers visibility
enmeshed players "definition of
working" enriched structuring self-determination
afoul comparabl divergen primary
flow enabled fire solidarift
eloquently commodities moving agencies
technoik purportedly components rattling
as culturd ceramics tracsk
rein re-appropriated them philanthropist
fire dozens personal between
oil: Hong Hong nostalgic
authoritarians as contested simultaneous
expression consumer waste fire
earth-speed analysis in
pirate archives cross-fertiliz
free in fire hive
intervening counter-examples coyote
outdated discarded culturd nuance
them in adjund eros

eros nuance coyote hive
fertilize in fire simultaneous

eros fertilize nuance in
coyote fire hive simultaneous



fire technoik resolve vernacular oil: much
earlier shifts this, rooms technoik oil:
and, and harmonious vocabulary data-mask
the comparabl capacity aspirations key
divergen prepackaged discursive idiosyncrasies
adjund divergen futures abbreviation
maritime regimes technoik potpourri
tea porcelain extrapolated unofficial
as opium silk that seen selection seen
divergen whistleblowers visibility equivalent
players "definition of adjective feels
working" structuring self-determination post-else
comparabl divergen primary would this the
enabled fire solidarift poetry busy confluence
commodities moving agencies found forms found
purportedly components rattling strong digital face
culturd ceramics tracsk experienced in Amherst
re-appropriated them philanthropist was to egg
dozens personal between tooth local, textual
Hong Hong nostalgic slang alphabetical non
as contested simultaneous punctuation ceilings
consumer waste fire proclaims expectations
speed analysis in tongues even not
cross-fertiliz why are the raises necessarily
in fire hive inability itself fair
counter-examples coyote seeing something sudden
discarded culturd nuance written fills deny
in adjund eros around mundane unexpected

in discarded
counter-fire
in cross-speed
consumer eros
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rattlers moraf to be
punishment overtones
emanatir
seern
stillt
pa Mon entix
hubris the sea who
physics
metamorpho
icons
camphor
genetid ge that 20
am a heat of resin

sparkles rattlers moraf to
be cubic perceptions punishment
overtones relativity of transition,
emanatir eye, hidden, seern
invisible hands stillt negative
background observer, pa Mon
entix wearing vague centered
hubris the sea who
investige wh forma physics
ambig o obje metamorpho
polit th, icons priz
wor apparatus spindle camphor
crystalline interior wavelengths genetid
ge that 20 simultaneously
mirrored butterflies am a
molecular heat of resin



rattlers moraf to be
punishment overtones
emanatir heat
heat seern heat
stillt heat heat
pa Mon entix
hubris the sea who
physics heat
eat metamorpho
heat icons eat
camphor heat
genetid ge that 20
am a heat of resin

rattlers moraf to be
punishment overtones
to be emanatir
seern to be
to be stillt
pa Mon entix
hubris the sea who
physics to be
to be metamorpho
icons to be
camphor to be
genetid ge that 20
am a heat of resin

rattlers moraf to be
punishment overtones
emanatir pa
seern Mon
stillt entix
pa Mon entix
hubris the sea who



physics pa
metamorpho Mon
icons entix
camphor pa Mon entix
genetid ge that 20
am a heat of resin

rattlers moraf to be rattlers
punishment overtones punishment
emanatir emanatir
seern seern
stillt stillt
pa Mon entix pa
hubris the sea who hubris
physics physics
metamorpho metamorpho
icons icons
camphor
genetid ge that 20 genetid
am a heat of resin am

rattlers moraf to be
punishment overtones
emanatir seern stillt
emanatir seern stillt
emanatir seern stillt
pa Mon entix
hubris the sea who
physics metamorpho
physics metamorpho
icons camphor
icons camphor
genetid ge that 20
am a heat of resin



rattlers moraf to
be am a
heat of resin
punishment overtones emanatir
seern stillt pa
Mon entix genetid
ge that 20
hubris the sea
who camphor physics
metamorpho icons rattlers
metamorpho icons icons

rattlers moraf to be punishment
overtones am a heat of
resin genetid ge that 20
emanatir camphor icons metamorpho physics
seern hubris the sea who
stillt pa Mon entix stillt

moraf to be
overtones
Mon entix
the sea who
ge that 20
a heat of resin

rattlers moraf to
punishment am a
heat of emanatir
seern genetid ge



that stillt pa
Mon camphor hubris
the sea icons
physics metamorpho physics
physics metamorpho metamorpho

sparkles rattlers moraf to
be cubic perceptions punis
hment molecular heat of re
sin overtones relativity o
f transition, emanatir eye
, hidden, seern mirrored b
utterflies am an invisible
hands stillt negative back
ground observer, pa Mon ge
that 20 simultaneously ent
ix wearing vague cente red
hubris the sea who crystal
line interior wavel engths
genetid investige wh forma
physics wor apparatus spin
dle camphor ambig o obje m
etamorpho polit the, icons
priz sparkles behment sinf

rattlers moraf to cubic perceptions
punis sparkles behment sinf
molecular heat of
re polit
the,
icons overtones
relativity o camphor
ambig o obje m transition,
emanatir eye hidden, seern
mirrored b wor



apparatus spin
am
an invisible
stillt negative back
observer, pa Mon ge
20 simultaneously ent investige wh
forma wearing vague cente
red the sea
who crystal
interior
wavel engths

moraf to cubic perceptions
sparkles behment sinfength
sheat of crystal the seapo
lit overtones wearing vagu
e cente o camphor simultan
eously ent investige wh oo
bje m transition, pa Mon g
eeye hidden, seernnegative
back bwor spin invisiblble

rattlers moraf to cubic
perceptions back punis
sparkles behment sinf
molecular heat of wavel
engths am forma wearing
vague cente re polit
interior 20 apparatus
spin stillt negative
simultaneously ent
investige wh the, who
crystal mirrored b wor
red the sea icons
overtones observer, pa



Mon geemanatir eye hidden,
seern ambig o obje m
transition, relativity o
camphor an invisible gual

bruised mangles crystal mirrored between
wor endlessly confluence monetization
red the sea
icons snug
capitalist
poetry investige
wh the, who
different kind different knid
different kndi different kit knit
knot normally unintelligible echoes
urban collapse overtones
observer, parking
what
strains toxic
Mone geemanatir eye
hidden, exotic arose simultaneously
bent magical fast food spin
stillt negative inevitably untranslatable
references seern ambig
o obje
m
action and
action transition, relativity
o banal western refuse
interior 20 apparatus fresh slippage
erasing camphor an invisible
gual writers ease
globalization vague
cente
re polit
moments such moments
access to rattlers moraf
to cubic meshing post-internet
tradition engths am forma



wearing slips syncretic
purity name
author
perceptions backlit
punished space garage
sparkles behment sinf potentially
circular authenticity found glance molecular
heat of wavel scrup
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fall circles sofa clock
education the
subjectification subjectification
fabrication machinery
of data social production
between veins. diary lung
seminal subjective truth
socio-modernity constituted
its power plant,
contaminated. thumb self-ear
dissolving transparent garbage.
distorts phenomena moves
through dark found assemblages
salvaged from instant
narratives, master materials
manipulate. memories perform
biological liquidity. feathers
highway rhetoric. daylight,
worse than the spectacles of
the twentieth century. the
fog of work is a trap.



fall circles sofa clock
education the chairs in
storage, gathered visual tripwire,
subjectification with fire-fabric
narrat they system desktop
semantic subjectification, iterations pajamas
aspirin, fabrication machinery sub-division
8 o'clock of data
social cellophane streamlined weaponsalve
production between veins. mouth
incapable pottery diary lung
wanders seminal goat-adder
subjective truth manufactures non-reflective
cosm, socio-modernity constituted
"witch dust" vanished substructural
spores, oblivion crucial dreamlike,
its power plant, verge
superseding organism, contaminated metals
combust. thumb estimates self-ear
nova-moon dissolving hex-pox
mercury transparent clavicle avocado
garbage radish algebra suit
distorts soup gnat banality
phenomena moves risk puddle
swerve casino through soy
sauce mosquito found hobo
fugue assemblages oscillate, insists
surface is never a
given, notions the red,
the red salvaged from
instant snow media ancient
disaster, unfold damaged narratives,
master choice essential focus
materials manipulate nature another
control. memories perform parallel-gaze
surveillance biological narration liquidity.
feathers empty highway desires
rhetoric. daylight, strive worse
contemporary than the spectacles
of public salamander in
the verbs of the
twentieth century. the fog
of work is a trap of war.



circles sofa clock the chairs
in gathered visual tripwire, with
fire-fabric they system desktop
subjectification, iterations pajamas fabrication machinery
sub-division of data cellophane
streamlined weaponsalve between veins. mouth
pottery diary lung seminal goat-adder
truth manufactures non-reflective socio-modernity
constituted "witch dust" substructural oblivion
crucial dreamlike, power plant, verge
organism, contaminated metals thumb estimates
self-ear nova-moon hex-pox
mercury clavicle avocado radish algebra
suit soup gnat banality moves
risk puddle casino through soy
mosquito found hobo assemblages oscillate,
insists is never a notions
the red, red salvaged from
snow media ancient unfold damaged
narratives, choice essential focus manipulate
nature another memories perform parallel-gaze
biological narration liquidity. empty
highway desires daylight, strive worse
than the spectacles public salamander
in verbs of the century.
the fog of war is
a trap of work.

sofa clock the chairs gathered
visual tripwire, with fabric
they system desktop
iterations pajamas
fabrication
machinery division
of data cellophane
weaponsalve between veins. mouth
diary lung seminal goat-adder
manufactures non-reflective socio-modernity
"witch dust" substructural



oblivion dreamlike,
power
plant, verge
contaminated metals thumb
estimates ear nova-moon
hex-pox clavicle avocado radish
algebra soup gnat banality
moves puddle casino
through soy
found
hobo assemblages
oscillate, is never
a notions red, red
salvaged from media ancient unfold
damaged choice essential focus
manipulate another memories
perform parallel-gaze
narration
liquidity. empty
desires daylight, strive
worse the spectacles public
salamander verbs of the century.
the fog of work
is a trap
of work.

the salamander
worse
desires liquidity narration.

a trap of work
verbs
the spectacles daylight.



Jim Leftwich i've posted this a few times, but here it is again:
http://www.rastko.rs/rastko/delo/11607
Пројекат Растко: Jim Leftwich : Useless Writing
Skills are acquired behaviors, similar to acquired...
RASTKO.RS
35 mins · Like · 1 · Remove Preview
Lanny Quarles well, the adjunct and irony of all this would be I suppose, the uselessness of life
itself which is purely auto-valuative as our contribution to the energetic system of the universe
would appear to be nil, and looks very close to the relationship between a very large predator
and a miniscule prey, that is, a nearly infinite asymmetry, which is also a pretty good model of
certain forms of humor, a kind of joke whose punch-line is a deafening thud..
23 mins · Like
Jim Leftwich one of my working definitions of "useless" for this group is "more useful than
useful"
20 mins · Like · 1
Lanny Quarles haha!
19 mins · Like
Jim Leftwich another would be "that which cannot be stolen and misused"
19 mins · Like · 1
Lanny Quarles well, if the intellectual climate in the world was slightly different that might not be
completely true, or it could be even more true, i guess.. i'm starting to think of these practices as
something like a 'vulnerability reservoir'..
16 mins · Unlike · 1
Jim Leftwich if something is useless to the powers that be, then it just might be super-useful for
the rest of us (this is a hypothesis, from which starting point we might conduct a few
experiments -- it is not an assertion)
16 mins · Like · 1
Lanny Quarles well, it also could be a kind of reservoir of combinatorial matrix useful for later
forms of consciousness too.. like a weird drug for later AI's or something
14 mins · Unlike · 1
Jim Leftwich exactly!

verge sofa plant, clock power the chairs
dreamlike, gathered seminal
oblivion visual substructural tripwire, with fabric
they "witch dust" system desktop
iterations socio-modernity pajamas lung
non-reflective fabrication diary
machinery manufactures division
of data goat-adder cellophane



weaponsalve mouth between veins.
verge non-reflective fabrication
diary sofa plant, clock
power the chairs dreamlike,
gathered seminal weaponsalve mouth
between veins oblivion visual
substructural tripwire, with fabric
they "witch dust" system
desktop machinery manufactures division
iterations socio-modernity pajamas
lung of data goat-adder cellophane

multi-disciple seminal weaponsalve
mouth solutior veins oblivion
visual swim: frain tripwire,
with fabric nurm vanished
"witch dust" system coastline
traveling machinery manufactures division
earthquake reconstruction socio-modernity
pajamas proc-membe the
chairs dreamlike, blunt sea
trauma of data organizatic
tsunami non-reflective fabrication
sofa plant, clock goat-adder cellophane

contaminated metals thumb giraffe
estimates ear nova-moon
teenager hex-pox clavicle
avocado radish algebra soup
gnat subjective banality moves
puddle casino criminal business
magnate through soy esoteric
unconscious motifs found socio-autobiographical
simultaneity hobo assemblages micro-desire
monologues oscillate, is never



King Kong Modernism a
notions red, red strategies
pursuit salvaged from media
ancient unfold damaged choice
essential focus recurring manipulate
another memories unstable geometry
perform parallel-gaze heterogeneous

energizes metals thumb occult giraffe
choreography ear amalgamate nova-moon
mystical hex-pox concealing clavicle
electrical radish algebra soup bone
totems subjective banality moves
knit casino criminal business
kaleidoscope through soy esoteric
blessing motifs found socio-autobiographical
sickness hobo assemblages micro-desire
embody oscillate, is never
investigative Hong Kong Modernism a
spirit-carrier red, red strategies
harvesting salvaged from media
fluidity geared unfold damaged choice
hovering intuitive focus recurring manipulate
internalizing Chinese memories unstable geometry
secret language of parallel-gaze heterogeneous

narration is a trap
of work
liquidity. empty is a trap
of work
desires daylight, strive is a trap
of work
worse the spectacles public is a trap
of work
salamander verbs of the century is a trap
of work.
the fog of work
is a trap



of work
narration is a trap critic an
of work th independent unive
liquidity. empty is a trap bar
of work are backgrounds prox jourr
desires daylight, strive is a trap five
of work new carefully evolved found
worse the spectacles public is a trap chairs
of work emerging furl toast turtle lasagne
salamander verbs of the century is a trap aria
of work hive fire camping grease executive.
the fog of work is a trap of work

i'm not interested in your opinion about things
you don't care about. the fact that you don't
care is all i need to know about your opinion.

class war psychology: we are trained to believe
we don't deserve anything, not even friends.

narration is a trap critic an
of work th independent univer
i'm not the fog of work is, a
trap of work of work hive fir
e camping grease executive in
terested in your opinion abou
t things salamander verbs, of
the century is a trap aria yo
u don't care about the fact t
hat you don't worse the spect
acles public is a trap chairs



of work emerging furl toast t
urtle lasagne care is all i n
eed to know about your opinio
n liquidity empty is a trap b
ar class war psychology we ar
e trained to believe we don't
desires daylight, strive is a
trap five deserve anything, n
ot even friends of work are b
ackgrounds prox jourr of work
new carefully, evolved founds

trap of work of work hive trap five deserve a
e camping grease executive desires daylight, strive
terested in your opinion e trained to believe we d
t things salamander verbs, ar class war psychology we
the century is a trap aria n liquidity empty is a
u don't care about the eed to know about your
hat you don't worse the of work emerging furl
acles public is a trap urtle lasagne care is all
narration is a trap critic new carefully, evolved
of work th independent ackgrounds prox jourr of
i'm not the fog of work is, ot even friends of work

house show refrigerator magnet message:
oi vey box chalet
in your opinion e trained to believe
things salamander verbs, ar class wa
r psychology century is a, trap aria
liquidity empty don't care about the
bleed deed feed greed heed need to k
now about you don't worse the of wor
k emerging public is a trap urtle la
sagne care is camping grease executi
ve desires daylight, of work not the
fog of work is, ot even friends of w
ork th independent ackgrounds prox j
ourr of work hive trap five is a tra



p critic new carefully,
need now about you worse
the of critic new
house show refrigerator
emerging public
is
a trap
urtle magnet heed
ourr of work hive
trap five is a oi
bleed sagne care is
camping grease liquidity
empty care
about
vey box
greed ork th
independent ackgrounds in your
opinion e trained to feed
fog of work is,
ot even friends
things salamander
verbs,
ar class
deed ve desires
daylight, of work not
psychology century is a, trap

need now about vandalization worse
the screwed delving new
house libidinal refrigerator
emerging subversion
kept
a subdued
urtle seductive heed
ourr of equate hive
trap five is bourgeois oi
bleed french bread is
camping paradoxical liquidity
empty liberation



socially
vey in situ
greed intervention th
independent ackgrounds bok choy your
opinion e trained temporary feed
fog of outdoor is,
ot neoliberal friends
things discursive
fetishism,
ar financial
deed enacted desires
daylight, of conflating not
psychology century is a market, trap

bog now about vandalization paradoxical
cog screwed delving french bread
dog libidinal enacted ackgrounds bok choy
frog snake-fiddler of conflating
log five is bourgeois century is a market,
fog of outdoor intervention in
hog seductive e trained temporary
jog of equate neoliberal

bog now about vandalization para
doxical cog screwed delving fren
ch bread jog of equate neolibera
l dog libidinal enacted ackgroun
ds bok choy hog seductive e trai
ned temporary frog snake-fiddler
of conflating fog of outdoor int
ervention in log five is bourgeo
is century is a market, practice



continu now about vandalization
exploring cog screwed delving
laws bread jog of equate
poisoned dog libidinal enacted
stretches bok choy hog seductive
surfaces temporary frog snake-fiddler
burning conflating fog of outdoor
coils in log five is bourgeois
carbon century is a market, practice

continu now about rational phase-itinerary
exploring cog screwed traditional colonial
viscera laws bread jog sinister basement
evocation poisoned dog libidinal messianic
proletariat stretches bok choy hog explorx
relth surfaces temporary frog hermeticism
burning conflating fog of ritual narrative
coils in log multi-faceted bourgeois
carbon century is a triumph, harmonious

suffered the now about rational
phase-itinerary Mortgages drink
cog screwed traditional
colonial food
example
laws bread
jog sinister basement
in meat initiated for
housing poisoned dog libidinal messianic
people becoming cases stretches
bok choy hog
explorx that
the
whose, or



mediators, surfaces temporary
frog hermeticism problem of
among, conflating fog of ritual
narrative projects model power
in log multi-faceted
bourgeois in
horizontal
evictions century
is a triumph,
harmonious

suffered the now about rational
refused to propose Mortgages drink
cog screwed traditional families as
gods food example laws bread
jog basement goats, ghosts in
meat initiated for housing poisoned
dog libidinal foreclosure authority legal
people becoming cases stretches bok
choy hog social bank campaign
that the whose, or mediators,
surfaces temporary frog government in
capitalism problem of among, conflating
fog of ritual financial centrality
projects model power in log
handover emergency bourgeois in horizontal
evictions century is a framework, communicative

suffered the now advocacy
phase-itinerary Mortgages drink
cog screwed Coordination colonial
food example laws bread
jog bubbles basement in
meat initiated for housing
poisoned dog bursting messianic



people becoming cases disaster,
bicycles bok choy hog
explorx that the whose,
or mediators, institutions state
explain frog hermeticism problem
of among, Concrete Platform
Godzilla fog of ritual
narrative projects model power
in log Seven days
ripped-off bourgeois in
horizontal evictions exceeding
statistical departure

claws the now about rational
flaws-itinerary Mortgages drink gnaws
screwed traditional jaws food maws
laws bread raw jog basement
saws meat initiated for housing
saws poisoned dog libidinal messianic
thaws people becoming cases stretches
bok choy hog explorx laws
that the whose, or mediators,
surfaces temporary frog hermeticism claws
problem of among, conflating fog
of ritual narrative flaws projects
model power in log multi-faceted
bourgeois gnaws in horizontal evictions
century is a triumph, harmonious

blog among, Concrete Platform
clog Godzilla fog of
ritual flog narrative projects
model power grog-log
Seven days ripped-off
hog bourgeois in jog



horizontal evictions exceeding statistical
log departure bog the
now advocacy clog-itinerary
Mortgages drink cog dog
screwed Coordination colonial flog
example laws bread jog
grog bubbles basement in
meat hog initiated for
housing jog poisoned dog
bursting messianic people log
becoming cases disaster, moog
bicycles bok choy hog
egg-nog that the whose,
or soggy mediators, institutions
state toggle frog hermeticism problem

bicycles bok choy hog
egg-nog that the whos
e, or soggy mediators
, institutions becomi
ng cases disaster, mo
og state, toggle frog
hermeticism problem b
log among, Concrete P
latform bursting mess
ianic people log clog
Godzilla fog of housi
ng jog poisoned dog r
itual, flog narrative
projects meat hog ini
tiated for model powe
r grog-log grog bubbl
es basement, in Seven
days ripped-off hog b
ourgeois in jog examp
le laws bread jog hor
izontal evictions exc
eeding statistical lo
g departure bog the s
crewed Coordination c
olonial flog now advo
cacy clog-itinerary M



ortgages drink cogdog
hermeticism problem bizontal evictions exc
log among, Concrete Ple laws bread jog hor
latform bursting messourgeois in jog examp
ianic people log clogdays ripped-off hog b
Godzilla fog of housies basement, in Seven
ng jog poisoned dog rr grog-log grog bubbl
itual, flog narrativetiated for model powe
projects meat hog iniprojects meat hog ini
bicycles bok choy hogortgages drink cogdog
egg-nog that the whoscacy clog-itinerary M
e, or soggy mediatorsolonial flog now advo
, institutions becomicrewed Coordination c
ng cases disaster, mog departure bog the s
og state, toggle frogeeding statistical lo

Matt Margo feeling the absurdity of life

Yesterday at 7:04pm ·

Yesterday a magazine accepted a haiku of mine and invited me to come to a release party in
Baltimore and read my accepted piece there. Should I take a road trip to Baltimore in December
just to read a single haiku to a crowd of strangers? I need to RSVP by this Saturday.

UnlikeUnlike ·

You, Lewis Gesner, Michael Hessel-Mial, John Pursch and 67 others like this.
Danielle Dunlap Absolutely. Make it the best three phrase, 17 syllable thing you've ever done.
Maybe you'll meet someone that will lead to another opportunity!
Yesterday at 7:10pm · Like · 2
Jen Dutton YES! think how fun that could be.
Yesterday at 7:11pm · Like · 2
Cory Weddell Do it
Yesterday at 7:23pm · Like · 2
Kaylyn Gamertsfelder Bass Yes! Absolutely do it.
Yesterday at 7:26pm · Like · 1
Lewis Gesner totally, just go, there must be divine hand in it to offer you opportunity to go to
Baltimore to read a haiku, it's too good



Yesterday at 7:27pm · Like · 1
Samantha Jo Williams DO IT!
Yesterday at 7:28pm · Like · 2
Lewis Gesner p.s. performance artists travel around the world to stare at their own turd for three
hours
Yesterday at 7:29pm · Edited · Like · 3
Alexandra Naughton Yes
Yesterday at 7:34pm · Like · 1
Carol Jacobs Stowe Yes, go for it. Baltimore has milder weather than we do.
Yesterday at 7:36pm · Like · 1
Guilherme Joshua Fantini Blake Go for it. Never know what could happen.
Yesterday at 7:38pm · Like · 1
Chris Parlamas Do it, man.
Yesterday at 7:38pm · Like · 1
Maverick Lee Back You should absolutely go. Opportunities are cool.
Yesterday at 8:01pm · Like · 1
Stephanie McElrath Yes!
Yesterday at 8:21pm · Like · 1
Alys Dutton Baltimore is a fascinating city.
23 hrs · Like · 1
Chris Watts Why the hell not? That's just poet crazy enough to mean something.
22 hrs · Like · 1
Maureen Ginley Yes!!!
22 hrs · Like · 1
Gabe Poucher FUCK YES!
22 hrs · Like · 1
Robert Droppin' Loads Shook Yes. And then go to the aquarium there it is amazing!
21 hrs · Like · 1
Shane Allison Read your haiku and take a couple of poems along
20 hrs · Like · 1
Matthew Thompson Play noise jams along the way in places such as buffalo ny
20 hrs · Like · 1
Travis English The Walters Museum is pretty spectacular, and free.
13 hrs · Like · 1
John M. Bennett and visit Normal's Books & Records'
11 hrs · Unlike · 2
Josh Spilker are they paying you?
10 hrs · Like · 1
Travis English Even without public accolades, this makes it worth it:http://www.bookthing.org/
The Book Thing of Baltimore, Inc. - Welcome!
Our mission is to put unwanted books into the hands...
BOOKTHING.ORG
9 hrs · Like · 1



Joseph Alto Everyone else have said yes, so, nah dog, don't do it. Maryland is an ugly state.
9 hrs · Like · 2
Joseph Alto No Matt don't do it
No don't read it in Marylad
The gas is too much
9 hrs · Like · 2
Joseph Alto I'm clever.....
9 hrs · Like · 2
Adam LaBenne Joe, you silly bitch.
Too many beats in line 2.
Learn to haiku, girl....See More
9 hrs · Like · 2
Vernon Frazer sounds like a long drive for17 syllables. an hour drive is one thing, hotel costs
another.
7 hrs · Like · 1
Scott MacLeod I'm going to let you answer yourself:
5 hrs · Like
Scott MacLeod severe anxiety/not actually living where located
I felt too embarrassed to be honest about why I couldn't
now I just feel subhuman
5 hrs · Like · 1
Scott MacLeod Why have I been applying for minimum
wage jobs at restaurants and retail stores
when I could just be Riff Raff?
5 hrs · Edited · Like · 1
Matt Margo A few too many syllables, Scott, but close enough...
5 hrs · Like
Scott MacLeod I hate to discourage people from taking risks, & I dont know you, but you seem a
bit fragile & that's a long way to go to read one haiku. If you would look forward to going even if
you werent reading, then maybe go.
5 hrs · Like · 1
Bates State Tapleton do it
5 hrs · Like · 1
Scott MacLeod I just often get discouraged, so down, after doing art things that are local &
successful, and I am in good health these days.
5 hrs · Like · 1
Scott MacLeod I remember having expectations & being disappointed & becoming very down
after. I didn't enjoy those times.
5 hrs · Like · 1
Scott MacLeod I hope you DO decide that you have the resources & desire to go, and go, and
that it is a good experience & you make some new friends & feel better about everything in
general.
5 hrs · Like · 1



Rachel Baird That's awesome Matt! You should go if you want to. I'm sure you'll have other
opportunities to read your poetry, but each one will be a different experience. Plus, I'm sure it'll
provide some networking opportunities.
4 hrs · Like · 1
Matt Margo Josh, they are not paying me but I wish they were.
4 hrs · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich if you don't go, you will regret it forever, whether that makes any sense or not. if
you do go, and it's not all completely fucking awesome, so what, at least you did it. (don't forget
to go to Normals, and the aquarium is cool too.)
4 hrs · Like · 1
Scott MacLeod If you do go to the aquarium, go see the mural my friend Cleo Vilett is painting -
as we speak.
4 hrs · Like · 1
Cheryl Torsney Have them Skype you in
3 hrs · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich don't skype, drive. stop at every rest stop. get strangers to write collaborative
cinquains with you. make a road-trip-collaborative-cinquain-TLP. hand-paint the covers in your
hotel room. put your contact info on the back page. give them away at the reading.
3 hrs · Like · 1
Anthony Michael Casey Jim Leftwich has the right idea. Go for it!
1 hr · Unlike · 2
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Basel Abbas / Ruanne Abou-Rahme:
Perhaps the problem is not in the overly politicized but rather in what we see as the limitation
produced by a closed circuit ‘political’ narrative, which sometimes ends up being a banalisation
of the political rather than a radical or critical reflection on it. Here we’re referring to very clearly
produced expectations of what a Palestinian artist should be addressing and engaging with, the
political here tends to then be reduced to symbolic, simplified gestures that reconfirm existing
‘official’ political discourses.  Discourses that we feel should be problematized particularly at a
moment when we have a failed liberation movement that has remarkably, through a series of
violent metamorphoses, become part of the Israeli colonial apparatus.  Yet we are faced with
immense silence around the politics of this reality, as though through some suspension we
should not see it.  In that sense what is demanded of the Palestinian artist is to produce work
‘highlighting’ certain designated and acceptable issues both internally and internationally.
Certainly that is also an issue across the region.

As for ourselves, the political really comes from a sense of the urgency of the moment, the need
to address what should not be said, to open a space for critical practice and challenge such
incredibly problematic and flattening discourses. Equally we are not interested in the
ghettoization of Palestine as though it is a singular issue, it is intrinsically connected to
international struggles against the violence of power. The political is an intimate matter, it is
about our ability to reproduce our lives and people are finding it increasingly difficult to do that
across the board. Yet we are asked to only speak of Palestine and then to only speak of it as
this unique Palestinian issue and we reject that. We are far more interested in spatio-temporal
connections, repetition and resurgence.
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Karl Marx (1847): Direct slavery is just as much the pivot of bourgeois industry as machinery,
credits, etc. Without slavery you have no cotton; without cotton you have no modern industry.
It is slavery that has given the colonies their value; it is the colonies that have created world
trade, and it is world trade that is the pre-condition of large-scale industry. Thus slavery is an
economic category of the greatest importance.

Silvia Federici (2006):
1486: publication of the Malleus Maleficarum; 1492: Columbus occupies Americas. These are
the dates that signal the culmination of the crisis of the feudal world, as a result of long
peasants' struggles, and the artisan workers' demand for independence from merchants.
Serfdom was coming to an end, despite the sustained attempt of rulers to regain power.
Globalisation began when the European elites annexed America to Europe. With the rise of
Protestantism, begging starts being seen as a sin and becomes criminalised.

In the 16th and 17th century population starts being treated as an instrument of wealth creation;
this changes the general attitude to procreation and fatality.

A) One explanation for the witch hunt is the attempt to take over the body of women in order to



control the source of labour. Like the slave trade, the witch hunt became a means to control
women, to the extent of criminalizing reproductive autonomy. The economic utility of procreation
demanded the establishment of direct control over the reproductive process. The severity of
punishment of infanticide arose in the same period, as did capital punishment for abortion. The
witch hunt was instrumental to the appropriation of women's bodies for the reproduction of the
worker. This continues up to our day. Even now, the state is fighting to control the production of
life, evidently in the boom of reproductive technologies and attempts to make reproduction
independent from women's bodies.

B) The development of new work discipline and the intensification of labour - despite technology,
we now work more than ever - begins in the same period as the witch hunt. The elite looks into
all aspects of life (festivals, community activities) as something to be eliminated as superfluous.
An attack is waged on all forms of sexuality that is 'unproductive'. The demonisation of female
sexuality went hand in hand with the new work discipline.

C) The process whereby the work that goes into the reproduction of life is devalued. Every
activity that is useful to the reproduction of the capacity to work is declared as non-work. With
capitalism all reproductive activity became feminised, and women become expelled from wage
labour. Women's labour disappears as work. The division of labour is the basis of a hierarchy of
labour along gender lines, and wage is the tool of separation. The violence that characterised
the relation between men and women is embedded in this disparity. The ideology of the witch
hunt says that there is something wrong with women who have money, in fact the most
commonly persecuted figure is the prostitute. Witch hunt per se did not cause this devaluation of
reproduction; that was rather the product of a restructuring of capitalism. Nonetheless, witch
hunt was necessary to discipline women into this new role, to create new functions and
identities. These have naturalised women's exploitation, hiding it and making it appear as
something of nature.

The roots of sexism and racism are the same: a situation where you need workers without
rights. Enslavement is essential to this process of accumulation and these have not been one
time events; these developments became structural to capitalist society. In the last twenty years
you can see similar developments. A globalisation based on land expropriation, migration, an
increase in the impoverishment of women, mass prostitution, baby markets etc. As a result of
present globalising drives, there has been an explosion of violence against women. Over the
last fifteen years there has been a return to witch hunting, in Ghana for instance. The
redefinition of the social position of women turns the woman into a kind of compensation for the
man's loss of power. The woman is a new common, seen as the new nature, like water etc,
something everyone can go and get.

The way sexuality is used, the sex industry has been restructured to define a relationship
between men and the female body which is violent.



Leopoldina Fortunati:
It is common knowledge that family relations are alienated and alienating, that the "love" we
have for our fathers, mothers, children and siblings has to be expressed through the work we do
for them--work which produces them as commodities. All family members--even within the "love"
of the family--are not protected from but remain subject to capital's will and discipline. Children
"must" go to school whether they want to or not, for example, and everyone is aware that the
family is in reality the pool of labor on which capital draws. It appears as a place of "love," but is
in reality a place of alienation, of commoditization, of non-communication.
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Selma James:
We are seeking to describe that complex interweaving of forces which is the working class; we
are seeking to break down the power relations among us on which is based the hierarchical rule
of international capital. For no man can represent us as women any more than whites can
speak about and themselves end the Black experience. Nor do we seek to convince men of our
feminism. Ultimately they will be "convinced" by our power. We offer them what we offer the
most privileged women: power over their enemies. The price is an end to their privilege over us.
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Heriberto Yépez:
In this time of total warfare against the planet and humanity—which is not something we own
but something we create—aren’t we suppose to lead the path into something beyond this cruel
order of despair, poverty and neo-totalitarian control?
Archaic traditions, from shamanism to Eastern religions, were not perfect or worked at all—we
are the inheritors of their collective failures—but they knew the end is not to produce things, but
to produce subjects.
All the great poets have known poetry resides beyond writing, but in Modern Western cultures
such as ours this knowledge is kept bookish, utopical, dream-like, and romantic, so we can play
the game that consists in not fully accepting that everything we do is really based on the
persecution of truth.

Heriberto Yépez:
Understanding “writing” as psyche-making (psychopoetics), as the intervention on the
mind-as-received, psyche-as-given, the modification of “one-self” (into other-selves) through all
kinds of techniques. Understanding ‘writing’ as an open process of reinventing its identity, and
understanding ‘identity’ in general not as a fixed list of attributes of something/something, but
identity as a series of patterns and methods of changing one-another.
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CHRISTIANE PAUL: "Cory Arcangel’s work often gets referenced as a main inspiration for or
predecessor of post-Internet art, but one could outline a very long genealogy for post-internet art
over the past few decades. All the networked art forms from the 60s onwards — Fluxus and mail
art, projects using fax machines and Minitel — can be seen as proto-post-internet in that they
used networks or network technologies for creating work that would take physical, embodied
form."

Ellen Schrecker: Today the entire enterprise of higher education, not just its dissident
professors, is under attack, both internally and externally. The financial challenges are obvious,
as are the political ones. Less obvious, however, are the structural changes that have
transformed the very nature of American higher education. In reacting to the economic
insecurities of the past forty years, the nation's colleges and universities have adopted corporate
practices that degrade undergraduate instruction, marginalize faculty members, and threaten
the very mission of the academy as an institution devoted to the common good.

Henry A. Giroux: Viewed as a private investment rather than a public good, universities are now
construed as spaces where students are valued as human capital, courses are determined by
consumer demand and governance is based on the Walmart model of labor relations. For
Coetzee, this attack on higher education, which is not only ideological but also increasingly
relies on the repressive, militaristic arm of the punishing state, is a response to the
democratization and opening up of universities that reached a highpoint in the 1960s all across
the globe. In the last 40 years, the assault on the university as a center of critique and
democratization has intensified, just as the reach of this assault has expanded to include
intellectuals, campus protesters, an expanding number of students of color and the critical
formative cultures that provide the foundation for a substantive democracy.
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low-rent-paying tenant Maaike
writes a love poem to the walls,
opining the protection she feels
in their strong, if austere, embrace.
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Edward Snowden:  We are a representative democracy. But how did we get there? We got there
through direct action. And that’s enshrined in our Constitution and in our values. We have the
right of revolution. Revolution does not always have to be weapons and warfare; it’s also about
revolutionary ideas. It’s about the principles that we hold to be representative of the kind of
world we want to live in. A given order may at any given time fail to represent those values,
even work against those values. I think that’s the dynamic we’re seeing today. We have these
traditional political parties that are less and less responsive to the needs of ordinary people, so
people are in search of their own values. If the government or the parties won’t address our
needs, we will. It’s about direct action, even civil disobedience. But then the state says: “Well, in
order for it to be legitimate civil disobedience, you have to follow these rules.” They put us in
“free-speech zones”; they say you can only do it at this time, and in this way, and you can’t
interrupt the functioning of the government. They limit the impact that civil disobedience can
achieve. We have to remember that civil disobedience must be disobedience if it’s to be
effective. If we simply follow the rules that a state imposes upon us when that state is acting
contrary to the public interest, we’re not actually improving anything. We’re not changing
anything.



Edward Snowden:  That’s the key—to maintain the garden of liberty, right? This is a
generational thing that we must all do continuously. We only have the rights that we protect. It
doesn’t matter what we say or think we have. It’s not enough to believe in something; it matters
what we actually defend. So when we think in the context of the last decade’s infringements
upon personal liberty and the last year’s revelations, it’s not about surveillance. It’s about liberty.
When people say, “I have nothing to hide,” what they’re saying is, “My rights don’t matter.”
Because you don’t need to justify your rights as a citizen—that inverts the model of
responsibility. The government must justify its intrusion into your rights. If you stop defending
your rights by saying, “I don’t need them in this context” or “I can’t understand this,” they are no
longer rights. You have ceded the concept of your own rights. You’ve converted them into
something you get as a revocable privilege from the government, something that can be
abrogated at its convenience. And that has diminished the measure of liberty within a society.
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